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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Navier-Stokes equations describe the motion of a compressible fluid, taking into account viscosity 
and heat conduction. In two dimensions the state of a compressible gas is represented by a vector 
quantity q in R4 • As state variables one can select for example the quantities p,pu,pv and pe, denot-
ing respectively the density, density of momentum in x- and y-direction, and total energy density. If 
q and the equation of state are known, all other state variables such as pressure p, enthalpy 
h=e+p / p, entropy s=pp-Y, z =ln(s), temperature, speed of sound, c=(yp / p)112 , Mach number 
etc. can be derived. 
Generally, the state of a gas varies in space and time. If there is no time-dependency, the flow is said 
to be steady, which is the type of flow we are interested in here. 
Assuming the equation of state to be p = pRT (perfect gas), the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations for compressible fluids in a region o* c R2 are 
a a a 
a;q + a; F(q) + ay G(q) = o, (I.la) 
where 
l 
F(q) = f(q) - Re fv>(q)' 
l G(q) = g(q) - Re g<v>(q). 
(I.lb) 
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The fluxes f and g are defined by : 
f = 
pu 






pv2 + p 
pvh 
g(v) = Txy 
[ 
0 
' a 2 y 
t(c )y + UTxy + Vay 
(1.2a) 
(l.2b) 
Here r = "I (y- l)Pr' where " denotes the heat-conductivity of the gas, and where Re and Pr are 
the problem-dependent Reynolds and Prandtl number. 
The quantities <1x , <1y and T xy are arguments of the stress tensor T, which is defined by 
T = [ax Txy l = [i\ (ux + Vy) + 2µux µ.{_Uy + Vx) l (1.3) Txy ay µ.{_Uy + Vx) i\ (ux + Vy) + 2µvy · 
The scalars i\ andµ are two viscosity parameters and we will assume Stokes' hypothesis of zero bulk-
viscosity, i.e. 
3i\ + 2µ = 0. (1.4) 
It should be emphasized that (1.1) and (1.2) are the non-dimensional form of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. 
The vector quantities F and G are the Navier-Stokes fluxes in x- and y- direction, f and g the so-
called Euler-fluxes in these directions, and JM and g<v> the viscous fluxes. The Navier-Stokes flux in 
the (nx , ny)-direction is then given by 
nx . F(q) + ny . G(q) , 
and similarly we can describe the Euler and viscous flux in this direction. 
Basically the Navier-Stokes equations are conservation laws. They describe: the conservation of 
mass, momentum (in x- and y- direction) and energy. The first equation in (1.1) is the law of conser-
vation of mass in differential form. Usually it is referred to as the continuity equation. The second 
and third equations are the momentum equations and describe laws of conservation of momentum in 
x-direction (second equation) and y-direction (third equation). The fourth equation is the law of con-
servation of energy in differential form and is referred to as the energy equation. 
The derivation of the Navier-Stokes equations can be found in text-books on fluid dynamics such 
as [I ],[2] or [3]. This derivation is beyond the scope of this work and will not be given here. 
The steady Navier-Stokes equations form an elliptic system of non-linear second order partial 
differential equations (see e.g. [4]). 
If the viscous and heat conduction terms are neglected, (1.1) reduces to the Euler equations. Then we 
have 
F(q) = f (q) , G(q) = g(q). (1.5) 
The time-dependent Euler equations form a hyperbolic system of non-linear first order partial 
differential equations. By hyperbolic we mean that, when they are written in the quasi-linear form 
k + ~ k + 2K. k = 0 (1.6) 




aq aq (1.7) 
has real eigenvalues for all directions (k,/). These eigenvalues are ku +lv+c and ku +Iv (which is a 
double eigenvalue). The sign of the eigenvalues determines the positive or negative direction in which 
the information about the corresponding eigenvectors is travelling along lines pointing in the direction 
(k,l). 
One of the important consequences of the non-linearity of the Euler equations is that their solutions 
may become discontinuous. Since shocks, i.e. discontinuities, are difficult to formulate by means of 
differential equations, the integral form of (1.1) can be used to describe the flow with a shock. This 
form is obtained by integrating (I.I) over an arbitrary region S2 c n•. We then get: 
~ j j q dxdy + j ( nxF + nyG) ds = 0, for all S2 c n* . (1.8) 
ut n an 
By an we mean the boundary of 0, and by (nx , ny) the outward normal vector on an . In a more 
compact form we write (1.8) as 
q, + N(q) = 0. (1.9) 
Thus, we replace the partial differential operators by a single (non-linear) operator N(q). This opera-
tor can be split into an Euler part and a viscous part, i.e. 
1 
N(q) = E(q) - Re · V(q). (1.10) 
To obtain a steady state solution of (1.3) we require aq /at to vanish. This leads to the non-linear 
equation 
N(q) = 0. (1.11) 
In some (relatively) simple cases, solutions of (1.11) have been obtained analytically. This is the case 
e.g. with the Couette-flow through a channel.(see e.g. [3]) In practice however, one is interested in 
more complex flow-models, such as the flow around an airf oil. 
To solve the Navier-Stokes equations for models where the solution cannot be given in closed form, 
one has to find a numerical solution. Of course one wishes to use a discretization which represents the 
physical model as good as possible and with as little computational effort as pbssible. 
2. DISCRETIZATION OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
In order to discretize equation (l.11) on a domain n* with an irregular grid there are essentially two 
different ways. 
First, a mapping from the physical domain to a computational domain can be used, which maps 
the irregular grid in the physical domain onto a regular grid in the computational domain. Then the 
equations and boundary conditions are reformulated for the computational domain. The new equa-
tions will contain metric information about the mapping. Finally, a discretization of these transformed 
equations is used on the regular grid, thus solving the original problem. 
The second approach is a technique in which the equations are discretized in the physical domain 
directly. This is the method that we used here. The discretization we used was the finite-volume 
method. 
In figure 1 an irregular grid in the (x,y )-plane is shown. It has been obtained by mapping a rectangu-
lar regular grid in the (~, TJ)-plane. 
{ x = x (~' '11) (x,y) = M(~,TJ) (2.1) y = y (L.,,) 
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The grid points (i,j) in the (~, 11) and the (x,y )-plane are defined by 
{ ~i,j = ( i - ~) hE d { X;,j = X ( ~i,j , T/i,j ) T/i,j = (j - ~) h., an Yi,j = y ( ~i,j , T/i,j ) ' (2.2) 
and the grid lines in the regular grid are defined by~ = i hE and T/ = j h.,. The parameters h~ and 
h.,, grid spacings in~ and T/ direction respectively, are fixed numbers for a given level of refinement. 
The mapping M divides the domain n• in the physical space into a number of disjunct quadrilateral 
cells Uij. To represent the solution, a set of 4-tuples qh is used. Every element qij of qh represents the 
(mean) value of the solution q on Uij, i.e. the averaged state of the fluid in this volume. 
To solve the Navier-Stokes equations in integral form, we require (1.8) to hold on every Uij and thus 
we obtain the equation 
d 
meas (Uij ) · dt qij + j ( nxF + nyG) ds = 0, for all Uij c U, (2.3) 
aoij 
where nxF + nyG denotes the normal (Navier-Stokes-) flux outward Uij . This implies that, for a 
steady solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, we require that 
~ J ( nxF + nyG) ds = 0, for all i,j . (2.4) 
k=N,E,S,W rij, 
Actually, for every k the integral in (2.4) is a rate of transport of q over the boundary f;jk· 
In a discretization, the flux nxF +nyG in (2.4) is approximated by a numerical Navier-Stokes flux, 
which is evaluated for each k. Since F and G are both composed of an Euler and a viscous term, 
(2.4) can be rewritten as 
~ J ( nxf + nyg ) - :i.e ( nxf v) + nyg<v) ) ds = 0 , for all i,j . (2.5) 
k=N,E,S,W r,Jk 
The term with the fluxes f and g is approximated by a numerical Euler flux, and the other term by a 
numerical viscous flux. 
The Euler-flux in an arbitrary direction was discretized by Osher's scheme [6] in a modified version 
as used by Hemker & Spekreijse [9]. In computations for Euler-flows this scheme has shown a good 
shock capturing. We will not discuss this scheme here. 
Our goal is to discretize the viscous part of (2.5). As we see in (1.2b), for the computation of the 
Navier-Stokes flux it is necessary to evaluate ux,ll_y, Vx,Vy,(c 2 )x and (c2)y- We have to evaluate these 
derivatives on each rijk. 
3. DISCRETIZATION OF THE VISCOUS FLUX TERMS 






r(c2)x + U<1x + VTxy 
<1x = A ( Ux + Vy ) + 2µ Ux , 









Txy = JL ( Uy + Vx ) • 
We shall show how to discretize the viscous fluxes (3.la) for use in (2.5). 
There are two quantities that we shall treat first. These are u and v that appear in (3.la). Since we 
want to discretize (3. la) on side AB (figures 2 and 3) the obvious choice for u and v is : 
{
UAB = U; + 'h ,j = ~ ( U;,j + U;+I,j) 
VAB = V; + 'h,j = ~ ( V;,j + V;+I,j). (3.2) 
If side AB is part of the boundary, u and v are known by the boundary condition which prescribes 
certain values at the wall AB. 
To evaluate any partial derivative we use the method as outlined by Peyret & Taylor [10]. As an 
illustration we calculate Ux and liy· Partial derivatives of v and c.2 are calculated similarly. 
Suppose we want to evaluate ux and Uy on side AB (fig. 3). First we approximate these values by the 
mean values of ux and Uy on cell U' bounded by A',B',C' and D'. So we have: 
[~:LB= I fEE_do= I f ds n ~ n u nx ' meas(u') !l' ux meas(u') r, 
[ au l J EE_ do = I J ds ay = -m-e-as-(0_'_) n• oy meas(U') r' u ny • 
AB •• 
The linear integrals are approximated by : 
f u nx = Us AyA'B' + UB AyB'C' + Up AycD' + UA AyD'A'' 
f' 
f u ny = -us AxA'B' - UB AxB'C' - Up AxcD' - UA AxD'A'. 
f' 




First we treat us. If side AB is not a boundary-side then it is clear that the value u; + I,j can be used 
for us. But if AB is a boundary-side, us is calculated by extrapolating up and u; +'h,j· The latter value 
is obtained by using a boundary condition at the boundary AB. 
The values uA and uB remain to be evaluated. We will concentrate on uB since uA is computed 
similarly. For point B we will look at three different cases, which depend on the position of B within 
the grid, with respect to the boundaries. 
a. Neither AB nor BC are boundary-sides (fig. 3). In this case a good approximation for uB is given 
by 
l 
UB = 4 ( U;,j + U;,j+I + U;+J,j + U;+J,j+I ) • (3.5a) 
Assuming that u~ is the exact value at B, one can easily derive the following relation between uB 
and u~ by Taylor expansion 
• h2 2 au h2 ( 2 au 
UB = uB + ~ E ( XEE + r XTl'l )·a,; + ~ E YEE + r YTl'l )· ay + ... · (3.5b) 
The quantity r denotes the ratio h.,/ hE. Second order derivatives of u with respect to x and y 
have been omitted in (3.Sb). Suppose that r = 1. Then we see that the error uB -u~ is first order 
with respect to ux and Uy if x and y are non-harmonic functions of ~ and 11· But if x and y are har-
monic we see that this error is second order in the derivatives of u with respect to x and y. In both 
cases the error is second order with respect to the grid spacings hE and h.,, as one can check by 
working out the terms with second order derivatives of u to x and y. 
b. AB is a boundary-side and BC is not (figure 4). In this case a good approximation for uB is given 
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by: 
un = !t2 ( U;+Vi,j + ui+Vi,j+I ) . (3.6a) 
The values ui+Vi,j and u;+Vi,j+I are obtained by using the boundary conditions on the respective 
sides. As in the previous case we can use Taylor expansion to obtain an expression for the error in 
un, resulting in 
(3.6b) 
again omitting terms with second order derivatives of u with respect to x and y. We see that in gen-
eral this method is first order in Ux and Uy. The error is second order in terms of the grid spacing, 
as we saw in case a. 
c. Both AB and BC are boundary-sides (figure 5). In this case we approximate un by the arithmetic 
mean of two values that result from extrapolation. The first extrapolated pair is u;,j+Vi• U;-l,j+Vi 
and the second pair is u;+Vi,j• U;+Vi,j-I· This results in 
, I 
Un = 4 ( - U;-1,j+l/i + 3 U;,j+l/i + 3 U;+l/i,j - U;+Vi,j-1 ) • (3.7a) 
Again Taylor-expansion results in a relation between the exact value of u in B and the approximate 
value, namely : 
* 3 2 2 au 3 h2 2 au 
un = un - - h~ ( x~~ + r x ) - - - € (Y€~ + r y ) - + · · · 16 T/71 ox 16 T/71 Cly (3.7b) 
As in case a, the error is second order in the derivatives of u if, for r = 1 the functions x and y are 
harmonic. For the non-harmonic case the error is first order in Ux and Uy· Again, the error is 
second order in the grid spacings h € and h 71 • 
Thus, we have treated all cases for point B. From (3.5b) and (3.7b) we see that it would be a nice pro-
perty if the following relations for x and y would hold : 
{X~€ + r 2 XT/11 = 0 , y~ + ,2 Y1P1 = 0. 
If r = 1 equation (3.8) states that x and y are harmonic functions of ~ and T/, i.e. 
{X~€ + XT/11 : 0, Y~€ + YT/11 - 0 · 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
This is why many grids are generated by so called 'elliptic grid generators': most errors in approxima-
tions become second order. 
4. TREATMENT OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Since the compressible Navier-Stokes equations form an elliptic system of coupled partial differential 
equations, the solution is uniquely determined if a Dirichlet or Neumann boundary condition is used 
for every component of the solution on every part of the boundary. Whether this solution describes a 
physically realistic flow depends on the boundary conditions that are used. 
In our model problems in section 6, three basically different types of boundaries are treated, viz. 
a. subsonic inflow boundary, 
b. subsonic outflow boundary and 
c. solid wall with no-slip condition. 
At inflow we use Dirichlet conditions for the four components in the solution. The velocity vector as 
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well as two thermodynamic quantities are prescribed. 
At outflow we always prescribe the pressure. The other solution components are determined by 
using the characteristics of the Euler equations. This boundary condition was used e.g. by Hemker & 
Spekreijse [9] for solving the compressible 2-dimensional Euler equations, yielding good results. 
The use of Euler boundary-conditions for Navier-Stokes equations means that, implicitly, the Navier-
Stokes boundary conditions are selected such that the viscous flux at that boundary vanishes. Indeed, 
in our models we assume the viscous flux: at the outlet to be small enough to be neglected. 
Now we are left with the treatment of a solid wall where a no-slip condition is imposed. Suppose 
that we want to know the state at point Bin figure 6. The state in point I, a point within the flow, is 
(u1>V1>C1>ZJ). The components UJ and VJ denote the velocity with respect to the coordinate system as 
drawn in figure 6. The angle between this vector and the x-axis is a. 
The state in Bis determined by assuming a Couette flow in cell QI> i.e. assuming that the compressi-
bility enters only through temperature effects. 
The state in B is described by four quantities, of which three are already known: the normal and 
tangential velocity components in Bare 0 (no-slip condition!) and the pressure in B, which is taken to 
be equal to that at I. Only one more state-variable is needed. 
This missing variable is obtained by using the relation ( cf. Liepmann & Roshko [3], p. 309) 
2 
UJ qw 
cp TB = cp TJ + Pr ( - 2 + - UJ ) , Tw 
(4.1) 
where TB and TJ are the temperature at the boundary and the inner point respectively. By cP we 
denote the specific heat at constant pressure (Couette-fiow!). The quantities qw and Tw denote the heat 
flux through the wall and the shear stress along the wall respectively. 
In terms of c, the speed of sound, equation ( 4.1) becomes 
2 2 2 CB CJ UJ qw 
--=--+Pr(-+-uJ) 
y - 1 y - 1 2 Tw ' 
(4.2) 
where we have used the equation of state for a perfect gas. Assuming that the wall is adiabatic, i.e. 
qw = 0, (4.2) simplifies to 
c~ = cy + 0 Pr ( y - 1 ) uy . 
The state in point B is now completely described by: 
UB = 0 
VB= 0 
CB = ( cJ + 0 Pr ( y - 1 ) UJ ]!7 
PB =PI. 
In terms of z = ln (pp-Y), the logarithm of the entropy, the relationpB =PI is written as: 




where re denotes c1 / cB. In many cases we need also the derivative of the boundary state with 
respect to the (given) inner state. This Jacobian reads 
0 0 0 0 
a ( UB , VB , CB , ZB ) 0 0 0 0 
a ( UJ , VJ , CJ , ZJ ) 11 cos a 11 sin a re 0 (4.6a) 




J 1 = 0 ( y - 1 ) Pr u1 /en 
J2=2yJ1 
J 3 = 2y ( r~ - 1 ) . 
(4.6b) 
Note that the temperature at B is always higher than the temperature at I, as one can check with 
(4.3). Therefore zn is always larger than z1 . 
5. THE SOLUTION METHOD 
To solve the Navier-Stokes equations we solve the Euler equations with a non-zero source term as 
auxiliary problems. Henceforth, Uh will denote a grid with spacing h and E~1> the first-order discre-
tized Euler-operator on Uh. The operator N~k) denotes the discretized Navier-Stokes operator, of 
which the Euler part is discretized to k-th order, k= 1,2. Its viscous part is defined by the method 
mentioned in section 4. As it was shown there, this part is discretized with second order accuracy for 
vanishing grid spacings h~ and h11 • The discrete solution on Uh is given by qh. Then, in shorthand, 
the discretized Navier-Stokes equations are written as 
N),k>(qh) = 0 . 
This becomes an Euler problem when we write it as : 
E~1>(qh) = E~1>(qh) - N~k>(qh) , 
which is equivalent to 




The source term r~k>(qh) is called the (Navier-Stokes-) defect. Note that this method of rewriting is 
not typical for the Navier-Stokes operator; it could have been applied to the second-order-discretized 
Euler operator as well; this version has been used .by Hemker [8]. 
To define an iterative process for solving (5.2) we introduce a sequence of solutions { q~> }; =O, ... ,oo, 
defined by 
qbO) : = qb*) ' 
for i=O, 1,2, · · · 
(5.3a) 
(5.3b) 
The iteration (5.3b) is called a Defect Correction Process (DCP). The initial solution qr> remains to 
be given. Solving problems with a second order discretized Euler operator, Hemker [8] set qr> equal 
to an approximation of the solution of the first-order discretized Euler equation E~1>(qh)=O. We did 
not use this strategy here. Instead, a new strategy was used which we shall discuss later on. 
Convergence of { q~> }; =O, ... ,oo is not known a priori. However, the source term r~> is inversely pro-
portional with the Reynolds number. Hence, the method for solving an Euler problem with a source 
term is stable, convergence is guaranteed for sufficiently high Reynolds numbers. 
To actually perform a DCP-cycle, we used the FAS procedure introduced by Brandt [5] for solving 
sets of non-linear equations within a Multi-Grid strategy. In FAS some pre- and post-relaxations are 
performed on each grid. Interaction between solutions on all grids is established by restrictions and 
prolongations. We assume the reader is familiar with FAS. We will write the FAS procedure here in 
an Algol-68 like form. Henceforth U1 and UL (=Uh) will denote the coarsest and finest grid respec-
tively. Furthermore, q1 denotes the solution on grid U1 (I=1, ... ,L). 
procedure FAS = ( {q;,q;+!>···•qj}, {r;,r;+ 1,. •• ,rj}): 
begin 
to pmg do relax:(qj,rj) od ; {pre-relaxations} 
ifj > i 
then 
fi ; 
{ qcrs is a temporary solution} 
qcrs : = restriction of qj ; 
qj-1 : = qcrs ; 
rj-l : = E)i>(qj-I) + restriction of (rj - E)l>(qj)); 
to s do FAS( {q;,q;+i, ... ,qj-d, {r;,r;+J.···•rj-d) od; 
qj : = qj + prolongation of ( qj -1 - qcrs ) 
to qmg do relax(qj,r) od {post relaxations} 
end; 
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The smoother we used was the collective symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation. The collective Gauss-
Seidel relaxation consists of scanning the grid-cells in lexicographical ordering and solving the set of 
four non-linear equations for each cell, as given by (2.3). Such a set of four equations is obtained by 
assuming the states in the neighbouring cells to be fixed. The Gauss-Seidel relaxation is called sym-
metric if the grid is scanned in one direction the first time and in the reverse direction the second 
time. Collective symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation has shown good convergence in many computa-
tions. · 
With the help of abovementioned FAS routine, a DCP-cycle can be written as 
procedure DCP = ( { q;,q; + i, ... ,qj },{r;,r; + l>···•rj}) : 
begin 
rj : = E)i>(qj) - N)k>(qj); {set source term to defect} 
to nfas 
do 
FAS( { q;,q; +1>···,qj },{r;,r; +1,. •• ,rj} ) 
od 
end; 
The parameter nfas specifies how often a FAS-cycle is done in each DCP-cycle. For increasing values 
of nfas the solution becomes more accurate. However, it is not necessary at all to solve the Euler-
problem to full precision. Because the FAS-cycle is the expensive part of the computation, this would 
result in a very inefficient way of finding the final solution in terms of computing time. In our experi-
ments we observed good convergence with nfas = 1 or 2, i.e. with only one or two FAS-cycles per 
DCP-cycle. The results we obtained by this solution method will be discussed in the next section. 
Finding the initial approximation qr> 
To find qr> we use a process which we call Viscous-Full-Multi-Grid (vFMG). This procedure starts 
at the coarsest grid (01) with an approximate solution. Then it performs a specified number of DCP-
cycles on this grid, followed by a (second order) prolongation to the next finer grid. This process is 
continued until a solution on the finest grid, OL, has been found. Thus we expect to have a good ini-
tial solution on OL which already has some typical Navier-Stokes effects; effects which would certainly 
not have been obtained by setting qL to (an approximation of) the solution of the first-order-
discretized Euler equations. 
The VFMG-routine is given by: 
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procedure VFMG = ( {q1>q2, ... ,qL},{r1,ri, ... .YL}): 
begin 
for j from I to L-1 
do 
{parameter d specifies the maximum number of grids to be used within DCP} 
integer i = maximum (1,j-d + I) ; 
to ndcp 
do 
DCP( { q;,q; + l>···•qJ },{r;,r;+ I>···•rJ} ) 
od; 
q1+ 1 : = prolongation of q1 
od; 
qr) : = qL 
end; 
The parameter ndcp specifies the number of DCP-cycles to be performed before prolongation to a 
finer grid. The optimal value for this parameter is difficult to prescribe. On the one hand one is 
tempted to give it a large value, thus ensuring a good solution of the Navier-Stokes equations on each 
level. This is tempting to do since the work on a coarser grid is significantly less than on finer grids. 
Thus one hopes to get a good initial solution for the finer grid. On the other hand the value of the 
parameter ndcp can be too large since the coarser grids do not resolve high frequency phenomena 
that will be present in the finer grids, such as boundary layers. By this we mean that for a certain j in 
the VFMG procedure the norm of N)ki 1 (q1+ 1) can be relatively large, while the norm of N)k>(q1) (almost) vanishes. In our method we found ndcp= I to be satisfactory though. 
There is another parameter in the VFMG-process, the parameter d. This parameter specifies the 
number of coarser grids that can be used in each DCP-cycle called by VFMG. In all our experiments 
we set d to I, i.e. once a prolongation was made from q1 to q1+1' the DCP-cycles for q1+1 did not use 
ql>q2, ... ,q1. No extensive experiments were done to optimize d. 
We have to stress that, however much work is done to get a good initial solution on nL, the main 
part of all work is done by the DCP-cycles that are called after the initial solution has been found by 
VFMG. 
A typical computation in our experiments as reported in the next section reads 
begin {begin of run} 
q 1 : = initial guess on the coarsest grid ; 
VFMG ( {q1>q2, ... ,qL}, {r1,ri, ... ,rL}); 
to 20 
do 
DCP ( {q1>q2, ... ,qL}, {r1,ri, ... ,rL}) 
od; 
end {end of run} 
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6. NUMllRICAL RESULTS 
In the experiments reported .in this section, the following choices were made: 
- k = 1 (i.e. the first order Euler discretization was used), 
- y = 1.4, 
- Pr = 0.7 (a typical value for air), 
- the Osher scheme for the computation of the numerical Euler-flux over 
each volume wall. 
6.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS 
We performed computations on three model problems. 
Model 1 
Poiseuille flow between two flat parallel plates at M =0.3 (maximum) and Re = 2()00. The inflow 
was parallel with the x-axis; the channel was 1 unit long and 1 unit high . The lower flat plate was 
positioned at y = 0, the upper one at y = 1. 
The boundary conditions were : a given state at the inlet (parabolic inflow, u(O,O)=u(O, l)=O, 
u(0,¥2)=0.3; v =O; c = 1; z =-yin y) and the no-slip condition imposed at the plates as described in 
section 4. At the outlet the pressure was fixed at Pout· The pressure Pout was computed with a for-
mula which had been obtained by assuming v =O, ux =O and Uy linear with y (parabola!). Substitut-
ing this into the incorn.pressible Navier-Stokes equations led to the relation: 
Pout =pinlet -8 Umax Pin/et/ Re. The remaining state variables in a point on the outlet were computed 
by means of Euler-characteristics. Since for this case, subsonic outflow, three characteristics pointed 
outward the outlet the prescription of pressure only was enough (i.e. for the Euler equations). 
Special attention was paid to the proper representation of u at the inlet. In order to achieve equal 
mass transport at the inflow on all grids, u was set to the mean value of a parabola over a certain 
interval. This parabola was.u(y)=4umaiJ' ( 1 --' y ), with Umax =0.3 and the adapted u-value over the 
interval (Yo-d,y 0 +d] is given by 4umax (y0 - y5 - d2 /3 ). This value is obtained by integrating 
u(y) over the interval and dividing it by 2d. Note that p is not involved in this computation since it is 
assumed to be constant (like in the incompressible case, which we wanted to approximate). 
The initial solution was obtained by setting q(x,y) equal to q(x =O,y). 
In the VFMG-process the parameters pmg and qmg (see description of FAS) were set to 1 and 2 
respectively. The parameter nfas and ndcp were both set to 1. The coarsest grid had 4 cells in both 
directions, the finest 16 (see figure 7). 
A total number of twenty DCP-cycles was performed after VFMG, using two FAS-cycles per DCP-
cycle. Within these FAS-cycles, one pre- and two post-relaxations were used per level. 
Model 2 
Flow between two flat parallel plates at M =0.85 (maximum), and again Re= 2000. The inflow was 
parallel to the x-axis; the channel was 5 units long and 2 units high. The lower flat plate was posi-
tioned at y=O, the upper one at y=2, the inlet at x=O and the outlet at x=5. The boundary condi-
tions were : a given state at the inlet (u 'adapted uniform', v =O, c = l, z =-yin y) and the no-slip 
condition on the plates as described in section 4. The outlet-pressure was fixed at 0.995. As in model 
1 the state in a point on the outlet was computed by means of Euler-characteristics. 
By 'adapted uniform' we mean that u was specified to be 0.85 on the interval y E[8,2-8] and 0 at 
the no-slip walls, For y E[0,8] we fitted a parabola. This parabola was determined by imposing con-
tinuity for u at y =O and y =8 and imposing continuity for Uy at y =8. Similarly, a parabola was 
fitted for the interval y E[2-8,2] 
The parameter 8 is a thickness-parameter, controlling the thickness of an artificial boundary layer. It 
. was set to 0.15. We are forced to introduce this artificial layer because solutions on several grids with 
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u =0.85 for y E[0,2] had shown to be very different, depending on the meshsize on the finest grid. 
The problem lies in the points (x,y)=(O,O) and (x,y)=(0,2), since discontinuous boundary conditions 
(for u) cause a singularity at these points: the partial derivative Uy tends to infinity in their neighbour-
hood. 
In this model the Mach number was chosen such that we expected the flow to be different from an 
incompressible flow (under the same circumstances). 
Again, the initial solution was obtained by setting q(x,y) equal to q(x =O,y). 
During the VFMG-process pmg and qmg (see description of FAS) were set to l and 2 respectively. 
The parameters nfas and ndcp were both set to 1. The coarsest grid had 5 cells in x-direction and 2 in 
y-direction. The finest grid was 40 cells long and 16 high (see figure 17). The grids were not 
stretched. Experiments with some stretching in the y-direction have been performed, but when the 
stretching became too strong, divergence of the Euler solver occurred. We were not able to explain 
this effect. 
In total, twenty DCP-cycles were performed after the call to VFMG, using a single FAS-cycle per 
DCP-cycle. Within these FAS-cycles, one pre- and two post-relaxations were done. 
Model3 
This is the same model as model 2, but now the lower wall between x = 2.0 and x = 3.0 is replaced by 
a circular bump of height 0.042 maximum (see [11] for a detailed description). This model has been 
considered already by many investigations for an Euler flow with full-slip boundary conditions at the 
upper and lower wall. The Euler simulation becomes transonic. In our Navier-Stokes simulation 
however we were forced to introduce an artificial boundary layer (as in model 2) which inhibited the 
flow to become transonic. 
During the VFMG-process pmg and qmg (see description of FAS) were set to 1 and 0 respectively. 
The parameter nfas and ndcp were both set to I. The coarsest and finest grid were the same as in 
model 2, except for the fact that a little stretching was needed to construct the bump between x = 2 
and x = 3. 
Again, twenty DCP-cycles were performed after the call to VFMG, using one FAS-cycle per DCP-
cycle. Within these FAS-cycles, one pre- and two post-relaxations were used per level. The finest grid 
was 40 cells in x-direction and 16 in y-direction (see figure 27). 
6.2 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
Apart from a plot of the finest grid (nL) and of the convergence history of the norm of the Navier-
Stokes residual, the following plots were made for each model: 
I. some u-profiles drawn within the channel, 
2. the same u-profiles in a single plot for reasons of comparison, 
3. the pressure along the lower wall and the symmetry axis of the channel, 
4. the entropy, along the same two lines, 
5. the Mach number along the same two lines, 
6. isobars in the channel, 
7. contour lines of the entropy in the channel, 
8. contour lines of the Mach number in the channel and 
9. streamlines in the channel. 
Moreover, we plotted for model 3 the entropy distributions along the lower wall for some intermedi-
ate solutions. 
Model 1 
. As mentioned before, this model served to check whether a flow at low Mach number (having much 
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resemblance with an incompressible flow) could be simulated properly. 
Figure 8 shows the u-profiles within the channel. In figure 9 these profiles are superposed and from 
this plot it is clear that the profile that has been given as a boundary condition on the inlet, has been 
perfectly conserved all over the channel. This is in perfect agreement with the (incompressible) 
Poiseuille solution. 
Figure 10 shows the distributions of the pressure along the lower wall of the channel (lower curve) 
and along the symmetry axis (upper curve). Both distributions appear to be perfectly linear away 
from the inlet. Note the scale of the pressure axis: the minimum and maximum pressure differ very 
little. The linearity of the pressure is in perfect agreement again with the Poiseuille flow. However, at 
the inlet a rather strong deviation from the Poiseuille flow has been introduced. This may be 
explained by a possible mismatch of the boundary conditions at the inlet and the outlet. 
Figure 11 shows the entropy distribution along the lower wall. In a Poiseuille flow this distribution 
is linear. We suppose that the non-linearity in our results is caused by compressibility effects. 
The contour plot of the entropy (fig. 14) clearly shows the generation of an entropy distribution in 
y-direction (the entropy was fixed at a constant value at the inlet). We deduce that for Poiseuille-like 
compressible flows the entropy in a flow varies in they-direction. Note that at the outlet the entropy 
distribution is not yet fully developed. 
The contour plot of the pressure (fig. 13) shows the structure of the steep pressure gradient near the 
inlet. In the middle of the channel we see that pressure mainly varies along the flow direction like in 
the Poiseuille flow. However, the contour lines show a slight curvature near the walls, which might be 
explained by a possible mismatch of the boundary condition at the inlet or outlet, or maybe even at 
both. 
The streamlines (fig. 16), the Mach number distribution along the lower wall of the channel and 
along the symmetry axis of the channel (fig. 12) as well as the contour lines of the Mach number (fig. 
15) show what we expect. 
Figure 37 shows the convergence history. The independent variable is the number of DCP-cycles on 
the finest grid. Note that in each DCP-cycle 3 symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxations were performed on 
each grid: one before and two after a coarse grid correction. The dependent variable is the sum of the 
L1-norms of the components of the Navier-Stokes residual on the finest grid. This residual is defined 
as N~1>(q~>). The mean convergence factor per DCP-cycle was 0.758. 
Model 2 
In fact, model 1 was a flow which was totally governed by viscous effects: the parabolic inflow type is 
an effect that is typically found in channel flows with friction. In model 2, we want to simulate a flow 
that has a large region with negligible viscous effects and two small regions with strong viscous effects, 
namely the two walls with the no-slip condition. As mentioned before, we first tried to simulate a 
flow with uniform inflow at a Mach number of 0.85, but these computations failed because these 
boundary conditions generate singularities in the flow at the inlet comers. 
As a consequence, we were forced to make the boundary conditions continuous at the inlet and so 
we introduced an artificial boundary layer which could be resolved by the finest grid. Our goal with 
the uniformly distributed inflow was to see the birth and growth of a boundary layer. This goal could 
not be fully reached any more, due to our artificial boundary layer. 
In figure 18 the velocity profiles at five different x-locations are shown. The profile at the inlet is 
continuous, as we mentioned before. Still it was not a very realistic profile since the profile had very 
strong variation in its derivative at the beginning of the artificial boundary. The outlet profile though, 
is far more physically realistic: the profile has been smoothed in y-direction. Besides this typical 
shear-stress effect, an influence of normal stresses (pressure) is clearly visible: the velocity variation 
along the channel axis. (fig 19) 
The pressure distribution (fig. 20) agrees perfectly with the law of Bernoulli, which states that 
p + pu2 / 2 remains constant in a one-dimensional flow. A good explanation for the steep pressure 
. gradient near the inlet is lacking. We think that the use of a Dirichlet boundary condition for all 
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solution components at the inlet causes this gradient. 
The entropy distribution along the lower wall (fig. 21, upper curve) shows that the entropy increase 
does not start with a constant gradient. This might be obtained by decreasing the Reynolds number 
or increasing the channel length. The distribution along the symmetry axis of the channel shows it to 
be constant. The increase of entropy along the lower wall is clearly visible in the contour plot of the 
entropy (fig. 24), which also shows the birth of an entropy distribution in y-direction, just as we saw 
in model I. 
Figure 23 shows the contour lines of the pressure of this model. As in model 1, it shows a steep 
pressure gradient near the inlet. The pressure distribution which we saw in figure 20 is visible in the 
isobars again. Note the strong wiggles in most contour lines. The wiggles might be explained with a 
possible switch from well-posed to ill-posed formulation of the boundary condition across the kinks in 
the velocity profile at the inlet. (These wiggles and kinks are at the same distance from the wall !) 
As in model I the plots of the Mach number and the streamlines are what we expected (figures 22,25 
and 26). 
Figure 38 shows the convergence history of the Navier-Stokes residual. We see that there is faster 
convergence per DCP-cycle. This faster convergence is probably due to a faster convergence of the 
Euler solver for larger Mach numbers. 
Model3 
This model, of which the Eulerian equivalent is a well-known, was used to see the influence of the 
bump on the flow. The Euler flow with the same inlet Mach number (0.85) is known to be transonic. 
For the reason mentioned before, we could not impose uniform inflow on the inlet. As a consequence, 
the flow remained subsonic over the whole region. · 
Still, the u-profile at the outlet (fig. 28) clearly shows the influence of the bump, which has thick-
ened the boundary layer a little. In figure 29 the velocity profiles are superposed and, comparing them 
with model 2 we see that the difference between the maximum and minimum velocity along the 
symmetry-axis of the channel is larger than the corresponding difference in model 2. 
The flow shows lower velocities in the lower part of the channel. This is probably due to the larger 
friction which the fluid experiences in this part. This is illustrated by figure 32 which shows the Mach 
number along a line through the centres of the lowest cells. Knowing that the speed of sound varies 
very little over the whole channel, the Mach number is a good indicator of the u component of the 
solution. (Apart from some points on the bump, the v-component is almost zero over the whole chan-
nel.) 
The pressure distribution along the lower wall (fig. 30) shows a remarkably steep increase at both 
the leading and trailing edge of the bump. In [12] a similar effect was found with an Euler flow. There 
it was demonstrated that a flow over a kink may lead to zero-th order discretization errors in the 
Euler discretization. Here another effect is added: the error in the computation of an artificial boun-
dary state as given by equation (3.6). Due to the erroneous pressure increases at the leading and trail-
ing edge of the bump, the effect of the bump on the pressure distribution along the lower wall is 
somewhat hidden. Yet, the pressure distribution along the middle of the channel still shows some 
influence of the bump. 
On the other hand, the Mach number distribution along the lower wall (fig. 32) clearly shows the 
increase and decrease of the Mach number just upstream respectively downstream x = 2.5, the point 
at which the bump has its maximum height (acceleration followed by deceleration). 
Comparing the entropy distribution along the lower wall of the channel (fig. 31) with that of prob-
lem 2 (fig. 21), the extra entropy rise caused by the bump is clearly visible. 
The contour plot of the pressure (fig. 33) also shows the influence of the bump. It shows a pressure 
distribution which is typical for subsonic flows around slender bodies. Note that there are some closed 
contour lines above the bump. We do not know whether these are realistic or not. Again, the kinks we 
mentioned in model 2 are visible in most isobars. Note that they have been smoothed away just after 
. the bump on the lower wall. As in the models 1 and 2, this contour plot also shows steep pressure 
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gradients at the inlet. 
The contour plot of the Mach number shows the flow to be fully subsonic. The strange contour 
lines in front of the bump and at the inlet could not be explained. 
Comparing the contour plot of the entropy (fig. 34) with that of model 2 we see an extra entropy rise 
due to the bump and a thickened layer along the lower wall. 
The streamlines (fig. 36) show what we expected. 
The convergence history of model 3 (fig. 39) shows the fastest convergence factor per DCP-cycle. 
For model 3 we made several plots of the entropy along the lower wall for some intermediate solu-
tions that we obtained just before the lst DCP-cycle and after the lst, 2nd, 3rd, 5th; IOth and 20th 
DCP-cycle. The solution just before the first DCP-cycle is the solution we obtained with VFMG. 
Figure 40 shows these plots all in one. The upper curve is the one we had after VFMG. After l or 
2 DCP-cycles the entropy in the neighbourhood of the bump had almost totally established. The 
entropy towards the outlet still varied a little. The strongest variations of the entropy with respect to 
the number of DCP-cycles is clearly visible near the inlet. This confirmed our hypothesis that the 
inlet boundary condition was improperly posed; especially the assumption of constant entropy all 
over the inlet is doubtful. 
Figures 41 through 47 show the same entropy distributions but now one curve per plot. One can 
easily check that no significant changes in the flow were introduced after 5 DCP-cycles. Hence we see 
that it is not necessary to solve the Navier-Stokes equations to full precision. In [13] Koren shows that 
for airfoil flows an already good solution of the second order discretized Euler equations is found 
after only one DCP-cycle! Of course we did not expect here such a convergence because the solution 
of the Navier-Stokes equations introduces essentially new effects into the solution of the Euler equa-
tions. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The overall conclusion is that it is very well possible to solve the compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions (at high Reynolds numbers) with a method based on defect correction. It is a method which 
uses the inversion of the simple discrete operator E~1> only. 
If grid stretching was introduced for models I and 2, the convergence was bad, if present at all. The 
more stretching, the worse convergence was. We could not explain this. 
The boundary condition for a solid wall with the no-slip condition, as derived in section 4, yields 
good .results. We have to emphasize that a hidden assumption in the derivation of this boundary con-
dition is that the angle between the direction of the flow near the wall and the wall itself is small, i.e. 
a is small. Indeed, in the models considered this was true. 
The assumption that the viscous fluxes at the points on the outlet were negligible ,seems to be valid 
in all models: the use of Euler characteristics yields good results here. 
Also at the inlet, we tried to use boundary conditions based on the Euler equations, but in these 
experiments the Euler solver failed to converge. Therefore we use Dirichlet conditions for all com-
ponents of the solution. The consequence of this boundary condition in combination with the assump-
tion of constant entropy along the inlet is clear: in all models a steep pressure gradient appears at the 
inlet. 
In model I the parabolic inflow was perfectly conserved through the whole channel. We see that 
the low Mach number caused the flow to behave like an incompressible flow indeed. 
From figures 41 through 47 we deduce that it is not necessary to solve the Navier-Stokes equations 
to full precision. After 4 or 5 DCP-cycles, no significant changes are observed any more. 
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8. FUTURE SUGGESTIONS 
We think that the following points are possible topics for further investigations: 
- In order to suppress the numerical diffusion in the Euler discretization, experiments can be refined 
by the use of a second order accurate Euler discretization scheme, 
- a better understanding of the boundary conditions at the inlet and the outlet, which do not generate 
pressure shocks at the inlet, 
- derivation of a boundary condition for_ a boundary with the no-slip condition, where the angle a (see 
section 4) is not small, 
- optimization of the setting of the parameters in the VFMG-routine, to minimize the number of 
DCP-cycles that have to be performed to get a sufficiently accurate solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations, 
- the use of nested grids on different levels that possibly do not cover the whole region where the 
Navier-Stokes equations have to be solved. In [14] the use of nested grids is explained and some 
hyperbolic partial differential equations are solved with this technique. 
- A possible next model-problem could be the flow in a channel with a bump with the no-slip condi-
tion on the bump only and full-slip at the straight walls. With such a flow one could try to simulate 
the flow past an airfoil. 
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Frame 3, entropy on lower wall after 3 DCPs. 
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Frame 8, entropy on lower wall after 20 llCPll. 
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